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Chinese Hospital Chooses LUMEDX for CloudDelivered Cardiovascular Information System
Imaging, Data Analytics and Cost Efficiency Keys to New Cardiology
IT Solution in San Francisco
October 28, 2014, Oakland, CA — LUMEDX Corporation, a leading
provider of integrated cardiovascular imaging and information systems
(CVIS), announced today that Chinese Hospital in San Francisco has
chosen LUMEDX to supply information and image management to its
cardiopulmonary services department. LUMEDX stated that its cloud-based
HealthView CVIS will put Chinese Hospital at the forefront of healthcare
information technology, and will help practitioners deliver top-quality
care while improving cost-efficiency. Data analytics, image management,
electronic physician reporting, and integration tools were cited as the key
components of the Chinese Hospital CVIS.
An independent healthcare facility serving San Francisco’s Chinese and
Asian communities for over 100 years, Chinese Hospital offers a full range
of diagnostic cardiac procedures, including electrocardiograms (ECG),
electroencephalograms (EEG), echocardiograms (Echo), stress testing, and
others. LUMEDX’s HealthView is a cloud-based CVIS enabling end-to-end
clinical, financial and operational information management in an economical
software-as-a-service (SaaS) delivery model.
“With the installation of HealthView CVIS, Chinese Hospital continues our
tradition of leveraging the latest technology to deliver high-quality patient
care that results in quality clinical outcomes while reducing cost for the
community we serve,” said Elena Wong, Manager, Cardiopulmonary
Services.
The HealthView CVIS to be deployed at Chinese Hospital includes the following
solutions:
 HealthView CardioPACS 6
 HealthView Echo Physician Structured Reporting
 HealthView ECG Manager
 Analytics reports for ECG and Echo
 A suite of integration tools to enable interoperability between hospital
information systems, clinical devices and Apollo, including:
✧✧ Admission, Discharge, Transfer (ADT) Interface
✧✧ Orders Interface
✧✧ Results Reporting Interface to the electronic medical record
“We at LUMEDX admire Chinese Hospital’s commitment to clinical excellence
and cost containment,” said LUMEDX Vice President of Strategic Products
Praveen Lobo. “Our HealthView hosted-CVIS platform aligns with these
goals by making specialized cardiovascular software applications available
at a much lower cost of ownership than traditional hospital-hosted CVIS

applications. By choosing HealthView, Chinese Hospital is embracing the
future of healthcare technology.”
Learn more about HealthView:
http://www.lumedx.com/health-view-video.aspx

ABOUT LUMEDX
(http://www.lumedx.com) LUMEDX is the market leader in fully integrated
cardiovascular information and imaging systems (CVIS), and a pioneer in
cloud-powered healthcare solutions. Our comprehensive suite of software
and services enables high- performance workflows, optimal integration of
clinical and HIS data, and improved continuity of care. We develop all our
solutions with the firm belief that the delivery and management of healthcare
is best served by a community of providers linked—and empowered—by
technology.
About Chinese Hospital:
Chinese Hospital is an acute care, community-owned, non-profit hospital
offering a wide range of medical, surgical and specialty programs. Chinese
Hospital’s mission is to deliver quality health care in a cost-effective way that is
responsive to the community’s ethnic and cultural uniqueness and is accessible
to all socioeconomic levels.
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